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Commodore’s Column

Vice Commodore’s Report

Mark Erdrich

Mack Bishop
Commodore’s Report

Hello Sailors

It’s getting busy on the lake, even as
the water level drops! In the last
month we had the Centerboard
Regatta, the Lady and the Tramp
Regatta, and the Singlehanded regatta! It’s been a busy few weeks,
especially for the Vice Commodore
(Mack Bishop) as he arranged for
Race Committee, Trophies, and all of the other details that
go with each regatta. Thanks Mack!

Upcoming Fall Sailing is near! Our Fall Regatta is coming up
on September 12 and 13 and we are looking for great racing. Despite the newspapers, the water levels at the lake
are still good for racing, so don’t be discouraged. Good sailing to be had so come out and enjoy the racing.

But his work is not done yet, with the Governor’s Cup Regatta, All Dinghy Weekend (at Rancho Seco Park), and the
Kathryn Eavenson Regatta within the next month. If you
have some time, please contact Mack about helping out at
any of these regattas. I’m sure we still need Race Committee volunteers for each of them.

Seeking race committee for the Governors Cup in September. This is our primary Fall regatta, so please sign up or
give me a call to support our racing. Contact me at 916 995
8421 to make your RC reservation, or check the website on
the left panel under the RC Assignments link, to reserve
your day by email.

Congratulations and thank you to Bob Backer and Steve
Galeria, as well as Mel Morrison. Bob & Steve have finished
putting the Coho back together. As you might recall, the
plywood on the back of main deck piece had been delaminating. A bunch of us got together and took the boat all apart
and gave the piece to Mel for rebuilding for just the cost of
the materials (Mel donated the labor to do the work).

Fall series racing will begin in October. I plan to be racing,
and hope to see many of you others on the water. This is
fun club racing in a relaxed atmosphere. Bring out that dinghy and give it a try. Tune up you skills during these club
races. Regular racers will need to perform one RC assignment duty during the course of the series, or supply a
proxy.

Meanwhile Bob & Steve completely re-wired the boat taking
off tons of old wiring. In the process, they also moved the
batteries to a much better location (the boat no longer lists
to Starboard!) and built new latches for cabinet.

Busy, busy for dinghies with the All Dinghy Regatta scheduled for September 26 and the Richmond Dinghy Regatta
the week prior. High and dry keel boaters, get in those dinghies and join the small boats buzzing around, or join the fun
on the Race Committee.

We used it at the singlehanded regatta, and it worked great!
Thanks again to Bob, Steve, Mel, and the rest of the members who assisted in this project.
After taking the last couple of months off, it’s time for our
monthly club meeting. It will be held at Inland Sailing (2347
Gold River Rd, Unit J, Rancho Cordova) again, on September 8th. The program will be “What I did on my Summer
Vacation”. Most of us sailed in many different locations
(Folsom, San Diego, Huntington, San Francisco Bay, and
many other places), and I think it would be great to hear the
stories from these great locations (and events). We will get
started at 7:30, and as usual, bring chairs to sit on, and (if
you would like) food items to share. The club will have
drinks (hopefully cold this time!)
Hope to see you there!
Mark

While this is going to press, the Single Handed Regatta is
organizing for a race on August 29. So far at least 7 skippers are planning on racing. I am still attempting to find a
Lido to race!

Five sailors gathered at Gold Lake in Plumas County for a
wild ride. Gold Lake presented nuclear conditions for us
that day, not normal. Strong wind and stronger gusts led to
some high speed screaming reaches with sustained planning.
I experienced my wildest capsize ever, a bow down-stern up
pummeling. Wow – that was fun. Overall, in the words of
Dean, the experience was exhilarating!
Mack
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Treasurer's Report

Santana 20 Fleet 12 News

Scott Fredrickson

Adam Mazurkiewicz, Fleet Capt.
adammazurkiewicz@yahoo.com

The water may be quickly disappearing from Folsom Lake,
but I am happy to report that is NOT the case with our
bank accounts. The major financial transactions for the
year appear to have been completed. In spite of the turbulent financial year for everyone, this year we have had
revenues of $11837, and expenses of $8627, for a net income of $3210. We have about $16,700 in the bank, as
well as our clubhouse ($60 property tax on $5600 valuation), boats, and equipment. Not bad, all things considered.
This was the pleasant surprise awaiting me after discovering I had somehow written over and destroyed the latest
version of the '2009 Transaction Log', and had to re-enter
a handful of items. Never a dull moment when computers,
keyboards, brains, hands and numbers intersect -- or
maybe collide is a better description, in this case. And
while I was at it, figured out a simple way to double-check
the checkbook balance, at least as of the latest postings.
P.O. Box 156
A letter from 'Kerak Temple' in
Reno...........hmmm........what could this be about???
errrrr----iiiiiii----p What's this? A sailboat raffle for a
'72 Balboa 26!! $20 a ticket, and not a bad looking boat,
either, and very well equipped. It's a fundraiser for the
Shriner's Children's Hospital Service Dog program. If anyone wants more information........ www.kerakshrine.com.
Lanette Strain sent in a few dollars still kicking around from
Camellia Cup, and a $60 donation from a Womansail mentoring class she provided. Thank you, Lanette, and to
your student, also. ............. Is she perhaps interested in
taking a chance on a boat raffle?

Four boats representing Fleet 12 made the trip down to
Mission Bay in San Diego for the S20 Championships. But
only 1 boat could be the winner. Fleet 12’s own Lance
Purdy crewing with Chris Winnard and Andrew Kerr took
home the trophy!! This all-star team was pushed hard by
last year’s champs and local sailor Eric Kownacki, all the way
to the last race. Conditions were very San Diego, sunny
skies mid-70’s, gentle breezes, swells and kelp. These conditions proved very challenging to keep boat speed up and
kelp off the keel. Mission Bay Yacht Club put on a great
event with BBQ, beer, and all around great hosting. Next
year it is time for us to return the favor at Huntington
Lake!!
For those ready for some S20 racing, put the Great Pumpkin Regatta on your calendar, October 24-25th at Richmond
Yacht Club. Breezes that time of year are very suited for
S20 sailing and who can pass up a race around Alcatraz.
We’re looking for help organizing and preparing for Nationals 2010. We are looking for someone with design skills to
develop an event logo and t-shirts, so bring out the skills. If
you have some time and would like to contribute, send me
an email.
Once again, to keep track of fleet news, crew, or a boat to
race on check into:
http://groups.google.com/group/santana20Fleet12?
lnk=srg&hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=utf-8&pli=1
Santana 20 Fleet Website
(http://groups.google.com/group/santana20Fleet12?
lnk=srg&hl=en&ie=UTF-8&oe=utf-8&pli=1)
Hope to see you on the water!!
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Rear Commodores’ Report
Kerry Johnson
As of Wednesday, August 26th we have completed what
turned out to be a long and ambitious maintenance task on
the Coho. Many members worked on the project but most
of the credit goes to Bob Backer, Steve Galeria, Mel Morrison and Dean Eppley. The main issue behind the effort was
that the plywood attached to the bottom of the deck was
delaminating and rotting out. Not only was this causing the
deck to flex when walked on, but the rotting plywood
would break off and clog the screen on the bulge pump intake.
Mel graciously offered to donate the labor required to restore the deck if the club would deliver the deck to his shop
and pay for the materials needed. So I organized a work
party on Saturday, May 30th to remove the deck. The work
party included Bob, Steve, Dean, Mark Erdrich, Scott
Fredrickson, George Koch, John Poimoroo, Dave Strain and
I. To remove the deck we first had to take the seats off,
disconnect and remove the steering, throttle and electrical
controls, then move the console forward. All the while taking pictures (thanks John), labeling and documenting all the
connections so we could be put Humpty Dumpty back together again.
After getting the deck off the Coho, there was much discussion on how we could have done this more efficiently
(actually there was much discussion WHILE we were removing the deck). Eventually Bob, Steve and a couple others
decided that it would be worth while to relocate the batteries under the console while the deck was at Mel’s being repaired. This would eliminate most of the labor and headache
of future projects of this nature; and would also help balance the boat by moving the weight of the batteries forward.
Having limited time and even less knowledge on what
needed to be done, I asked Bob to develop a plan of attack.
Bob did an great job, creating a detailed task list and a parts
list so we could get approval to proceed. Then Bob and
Steve went bargain hunting for parts and supplies.
Some of the screw holes that attach the deck to the hull
were stripped out so I cleaned them up and filled them with
Get-Rot. Dean came out on July 6th and vacuumed, pressure washed and rinsed out the Coho interior.
July 15th Bob and Steve removed the old and/or abandoned
wires, rerouted the fuel line and wiring to the sump pump,
capped off the through hull fitting and installed a new easy
to clean pick-up for the sump pump.
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We got the deck back from Mel at the end of July and again
Bob and Steve finished up everything before I could make it
out to help. The project was completed August 26th
(installing the deck screws, chairs, and shelf modifications). They also took the boat out for a test run to make
sure everything was put back together correctly and to test
all the systems. The engine started on the first try and ran
smoothly throughout the test. The fuel gauge, tachometer,
battery meter, horn, battery switch, and bilge pump
(accessory switch) all work, as they should. Bob also did a
great job modifying / fixing the door on the console storage
area. Now you don’t have to use two hands to open
it. The batteries are now under the console, which eliminated the list to starboard and sitting low in the water at
the stern. This will also make it a lot easier, when necessary, to service and replace the batteries.
I don’t have a complete accounting of the expenses yet but I
estimate around $300 for the modifications to the console/
wiring, plus the materials for the deck repair.
I want to thank everyone that helped with this project, especially Bob and Steve. We are truly fortunate to have such
a great group of folks willing and able to serve the club. Be
sure to thank them next time you cross tacks.
Thanks,
Kerry
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Righting A Megabyte on Gold
Lake
John Poimiroo
The cause of both my capsizes on Gold Lake was in failing
to tack aggressively and thereby getting into irons. Then,
when I attempted to harden the mainsheet to gain headway,
as the sail filled I didn’t let the mainsheet out fast enough
before I was pushed down by the strong wind.
On the first capsize, I was acting as a one-man RC while
running the five minute prep to the race. It was within
three minutes to go when I capsized. That righting occurred fairly quickly (probably because the mast was hitting
bottom) and with a minute and a half to go before the start
got my boat upright, but had lost my mast top wind indicator in the process of being knocked down. It was second
nature to me to go back into starting sequence, and soon
Mack’s and my Megas were the only ones to cross the line.
As I pulled away, I realized that none of the rest of us were
racing and one was actually pulling the shoreside pin. We
then restarted after the pins were reset.
From the line on the second start, I was a bit late, but not
too much and had a long beat to weather with Dean,
Charles and the JY. As I was a bit upwind and behind Dean,
the turbulence off his sail caused me to drop past his transom and though I stayed with Dean, I’d dropped a boat
length to leeward. Charles tacked first in good air, then
Dean, but to avoid staying in his bad air, I decided to hold a
bit longer toward the edge of the wind where I thought it
wouldn’t be as brisk.
Mistake. It was squirrelly there and by the time I tacked, I’d
again gotten into irons. Once more, while coming out of
irons I was blown down. I was able to get righting sheet to
the high side of the boat and began to right it, but the
main got cleated. I got around the boat quickly and
cleared the line, but while doing so, the mast filled and
by the time I got back, the boat had turtled.
I then went up on the overturned boat, got on the gunwale and got the Mega to flip back onto its side, but
somehow the loose main got wrapped around my boot
and I unknowingly re-cleated the main. About then, a
fishing boat came by and offered assistance. Surprisingly,
though Gold Lake is at 6,000 feet in elevation, the water
was fairly warm, so I wasn’t chilled. I handed one of the
fishermen my righting line, swam around to clear the
wrapped mainsheet from the cleat then returned to right
the boat.
By then, the wind was so strong and the sail in such an
odd position (completely forward) that it wouldn’t right,
so I asked the fishing boat (still holding the righting line)
to back away and the boat slowly lifted. By then, I was
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exhausted and asked them to wait a second while I recovered, then I kicked like crazy, trying to find something inside
the hull to hold onto and collapsed into the boat after quite
an exertion. I thanked the fishermen who encouraged, “are
we having fun yet?” In that comment, I knew they were also
admitting they’d had no idea sailing required such stamina, at
least in righting a dinghy!
Charles and Steve were by then returning on their downwind reach. Charles could see I was safe, but called to offer
assistance and I indicated I was getting my act back together.
Everything in my boat was a mess. The mainsheet had unraveled one turn from the blocks, so I had little purchase on
the sail and I reached across the turbulent air to sheltered
water on the far side of the lake where I could clear lines,
put the sail in trim and turn toward the leeward mark.
Charles asked if I planned to continue sailing which gave me
the opportunity to duck the planning run and skirt toward
the lee shore.
I felt badly about retiring after only a couple of legs sailing
(the practice sail and the first aborted race), but though the
planning was thrilling, I also counted myself lucky to have
only lost a topside wind indicator which looked more like a
pointed pretzel after puncturing the rocky bottom.
As for Gold Lake, it has promise, but not on a day like we
experienced. The other sailors on the lake that day had
reefed and all were saying it was one of the windier days
they’d seen. I found it hard to read the sudden shifts.
Though they weren’t extreme, they were dramatic enough
to cause one to constantly react, which makes for hesitant
sailing, except for the bold and more experienced sailors
and that day I wasn’t one of them.
John Poimiroo
Megabyte 343
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Centerboard News /
Gold Lake Mountain Adventure
Dean Eppley
One Banshee (Steve) and four Megabyte sailors (Charles,
Mack, John and I) ventured to Gold Lake in the Lakes Basin
Recreation Area south of Graeagle, CA. The lake is a beautiful venue with challenging winds that don't let you focus on
the scenery for long without a capsize. Our intention was
to run a series of races over the afternoon. A JY-15 sailor,
Mark, was in the parking lot and joined us with a reefed
main and no jib.
We set the marks on a windward-leeward course and
headed back to the start line to begin a five minute start
sequence. Within two minutes, the first Megabyte capsized
in very shallow water, concerning the rest of us due to potential mast damage. The start was postponed, the boat
righted, the start line moved to deeper water and a new
sequence started. Four minutes and twenty seconds later
another Megabyte capsized, but was in deeper water so not
at risk. The rest of us started and quickly learned why it is
called a beat! With strong winds and significant rapid shifts
made hiking even more of a challenge. I found the Megabyte’s full batten main required fast, aggressive tacking to
avoid getting in irons and going backwards.
Some of the gusts towards the south end of the lake towards the mountains appeared to be nearly straight
down! Half way up the first leg, a Megabyte capsized
again. Charles and Steve reached the weather mark and
saw the Megabyte was still down. They set course to the
down Mega while I grabbed the weather mark to avoid the
need to head up to the south end of the lake again. My GPS
recorded 9.6 knots while dragging the mark’s anchor and
line behind me on the run. There was no way I was using
two hands the pull in the anchor. Meanwhile a powerboat
stopped by the downed Megabyte to help (see description
below). Soon the boat was righted and we all ran downwind back to the ramp with some very high speeds. Once
the anchor was up, my GPS peaked at 11 knots peak. Boy
was that exciting while feeling much more controlled then the rough beat.......
After some rest at the ramp Mack, Charles and I headed
back out for some high wind practice. Beating back to midway up the lake I decided to have fun and reach back to the
west. What a blast! The problem was that the west shore
was approaching quickly and a jibe was required. I saw
Charles perform a perfect high wind jib only to take a quick
swim as the wind had other ideas. I immediately applied
Rules #2 and #3– If Charles capsizes on a jibe it is probably
a prudent time for a “chicken jibe” and if Charles capsizes,
this is probably time to head in, so I did both. Remember
Keith’s famous Rule #1 ”don’t be afraid and have fun!”
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Daria, Joan, Joan’s mom Mina, Chris, Pat, Sherron and
Ashton all had a great time on the shore visiting and enjoying the scenery. Ashton loved playing with the Poimiroo’s
Sheltie puppy Murray. Sherron and Charles dog Brace, and
Pat and Steve’s dog Jim also enjoyed the lake.
Gold Lake is a great place to sail – we just happened to
catch it with a stronger than normal wind patterns. I’ll definitely go back.
Dean
Megabyte 342
“Beware of Dog”
PS: The Megabyte North Americans are September 19-20
during Richmond Yacht Club’s Totally
Dinghy Regatta.
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Centerboard River Regatta

The following pictures were provided by Phil Hodgson. They can be viewed on the FLYC website.
Also, additional pictures taken by Susan Hollingsworh can be found at:
http://picasaweb.google.com/ransue/2009CenterboardRegatta#
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Singlehanded Regatta
Barb Craig
sailfox@comcast.net
We had 6 boats come out for the Singlehanded Regatta on
August 29th, Phil Hodgson on his Wavelength 24, George
Koch on his Lido 14, Todd Craig and Mark Erdrich on their
Santana 20s, Steve Galeria on his Raven 24 and Bruce Ryhal
on his International 14.
In the spirit of competition, the racers decided to all race
together as one class. The clubhouse had been moved, so
there was some complications with getting the right flags
and coolers of drinks.
The day didn't look promising so we postponed the first
shape until 12, letting everyone stay on shore until 11. A
nice breeze filled in around 10:30, so we all rushed out to
meet it, only to have it die. Doug Campbell on RC predicted wind at 11:45, but I lost patience at 11:30 and started
everyone for the South Fork. Fake-out, wind started filling
in at 11:45 right on time. We all rushed back to the center
mark to start the first race a ½ A to mark 5. All the boats
with spinnakers put them up on the rounding for a pretty
downwind finish.
The wind held, so we started off the second race as a full A.
The left side had better wind and those that went to that
side on the upwind and downwind legs did well. Everyone
else had some very shifty winds to content with. The
breeze came and went but lasted until the fleet finished.
RC started a sequence for the 3rd race, but the wind died so
we postponed. Try doing that without an AP flag. The wait
for wind began again. There were some pretty tired racers
out there, it was getting hot, and I had left the cooler with
water in the clubhouse. Wind was all around us on the
shore, but not filling. I was on the point of canceling, when
a nice breeze filled in and we started the 3rd race with an
extremely crooked line, forcing all the racers to skim right
by the committee boat to start. The wind held through the
race and all the way back to the docks. RC rushed over to
the clubhouse for the drinks and we had the after-race party
right on the temporary dock, including really good cookies
provided by Rob Cram.
Thanks to Rob and Doug for helping out with RC, thanks to
the racers for participating and putting up with all the confusion.
Final standings:
1: Mark Erdrich
2: Phil Hodgson
3: Todd Craig
4: Steve Galeria
5: George Koch
6: Bruce Ryhal

2009 FLYC Singlehanded Regatta Results
Race 1
Skipper
Erdrich
Craig
Galeria
Hodgson
Koch
Ryhal

Boat
Fusion
Fast Eddie
Black Bird
Te Natura
Lidocaine
Scythia

Class
Santana 20
Santana 20
Raven
Wavelength
Lido 14
I-14

Sail #
927
695
39
34
4567
USA1047

Place
1
2
3
4
5
6

Race 2
Skipper
Hodgson
Erdrich
Craig
Galeria
Koch
Ryhal

Boat
Te Natura
Fusion
Fast Eddie
Black Bird
Lidocaine
Scythia

Class
Wavelength
Santana 20
Santana 20
Raven
Lido 14
I-14

Sail #
34
927
695
39
4567
USA1047

Place
1
2
3
4
5
DNF

Race 3
Skipper
Hodgson
Erdrich
Galeria
Craig
Koch
Ryhal

Boat
Te Natura
Fusion
Black Bird
Fast Eddie
Lidocaine
Scythia

Class
Wavelength
Santana 20
Raven
Santana 20
Lido 14
I-14

Sail #
34
927
39
695
4567
USA1047

Place
1
2
3
4
5
6

Final Results
Skipper
Boat
Erdrich
Fusion
Hodgson
Te Natura
Craig
Fast Eddie
Galeria
Black Bird
Koch
Lidocaine
Ryhal
Scythia

Class
Santana 20
Wavelength
Santana 20
Raven
Lido 14
I-14

Sail #
927
34
695
39
4567
USA1047

Points
5
6
9
10
15
19

Place
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Lady and the Tramp
John Poimiroo
Three boats competed in Lady and the Tramp, a regatta in
which women skipper and their tramps crew. In the first
race, light winds (0 – 5) delayed the ladies, their tramps and
boats from crossing at the horn. Light to non-existent
breezes persisted through the race, causing the committee
to shorten the A-5 course at the leeward mark after Barbara Craig had gained a half circle on the fleet. Buried at
the start, Lanette and Dave were relieved to be given the
option of being finished on the course for a solid third, as
the wind showed promise of increasing.
In the second race, a Half-A to 1 was called with a downwind start in moderate breezes (5-8). That proved to provide the most competitive sailing of the day with Kristen
Johnson battling with Barbara Craig and Lanette staying
close. Kristen finished five seconds ahead of Barbara, to win
the horn.
As the breeze was holding, a full A-5 was called for the final
race with a similarly fresh breeze (5 – 8). At the start, Barbara Craig port tacked the line and tacked before fouling
Kristen Johnson, though taking the energy out of Kristen’s
boat. Barbara then had a clean starboard tack toward mark
number four and got her new S-20, Fast Eddie, moving
nicely. At the right moment, she was first to tack back toward the right layline, crossing the middle of the course in a
strong wind line and steadily gaining on Kristen and Barbara. From the windward mark, the finish was settled…
Craig, Johnson, Strain.
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There were four on the L&T committee, three planned and
one not. RC chair was Lady Joan Poimiroo with two
tramps, John Poimiroo and Doug Campbell. The fourth
member of the committee was a tiny baby sparrow, named
“Fly-C” by the committee. During the final race, John worried that the Fly-C, who was nested in the boat’s roof and
crying, needed water in the hot day, so he tried to slip a
bottle top of water to the edge of the nest only to have the
juvenile bird flit away crazily on what might have been its
maiden flight across the middle of Folsom Lake.
The bird flew erratically in several directions, concluding it
wouldn’t make it to shore and nearly ditching into the lake
several times, before returning to the only dry spot nearby,
the Kayot. The RC was hopeful that the baby bird would
reach its nest before tiring, but out of gas the little bird
missed the deck on its first carrier landing, hit the side of
the Kayot and dropped into the drink. It fluttered about the
boat desperately. John was able to get a hand under it just
as it sank and lifted the very quiet and frightened sparrow
back to its nest. For the rest of the race it sat there, drying
its feathers and chirping constantly from its adventure. On
return to H-dock, the chirping paid off, as its mother heard
it, arrived and led the bird to safety to the RC’s relief.
Barbara Craig took first in the Lady and the Tramp Regatta,
with Kristen Johnson only a point behind. All three crews
were winners, however, taking home Tiki and Cactus
stemmed margarita glasses and drink mixes and enjoying a
pleasant day of couples sailing on Folsom Lake.
1. Lady Barbara Craig and Tramp Todd Craig, S20, 4
points
2. Lady Kristen Johnson and Tramp Kerry Johnson, C15,
5 points
3. Lady Lanette Strain and Tramp Dave Strain, C22, 9
points

Classifieds
Wanted to buy: Used Catalina 22 main and 150% genoa in good-excellent condition to be used primarily for one design
racing. Contact Dave at davidwhewitt@sbcglobal.net or 916-769-8440.
I got this note from Dave Hewitt with the above classified ad:
I bought a Catalina 22 a few years back and am looking to purchase used sails for racing with Fleet 4 and other
Sacramento area fleets. Can you put an add in your newsletter classifieds for me?
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2009 Board of Directors
Commodore
Mark Erdrich

685-4869

2009 Committee Chars
Adult Sail

995-8421

Annual Banquet

fusion927@gmail.com
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodore

Mack Bishop
bga@speakeasy.net
Kerry Johnson

933-3453

skerry95@yahoo.com
Secretary
Treasurer

Lanette Strain
landave@copper.net
Scott Fredrickson

933-2346

Camellia Cup

530.626.1812

Facilities

355-8778

Merchandise

456-6388

Monthly Programs

635-3911

Telltale Editor

flyc.treasurer@gmail.com
Directors-at-Large

Tom Clark

sailliberty@comcast.net

Staff Commodore

Sherron Hart
hartsails@sbcglobal.net
Steve Galeria
galeria@sbcglobal.net

Santana 20 Fleet 12

Dean Eppley
daeppley@comcast.net
Adam Mazurkiewitz

985-4236

Banshee Fleet 1
Catalina 22

George Koch
gkoch@macnexus.org
Geoff Baxter
Geoffrey.Baxter@worleyparsons.com
Mike Rayfuse
mrehfus@surewest.net

Captain Capsize Crazy Carl (Bob Carl)

849-5353

Karen Preston
gary_karen_preston@compuserve.com

979-9819

Mark Erdrich

685-4869

Youth Sail
Webmaster

adammazurkiewicz@yahoo.com
Open Keel

456-6388

CapsizeCrazyCarl@gmail.com
Travel

2009 Fleet Captains
Centerboard Fleets

Sherron Hart
hartsails@sbcglobal.net

fusion927@gmail.com
967-0820
817-3923
359-0565

Folsom Lake Yacht Club was organized in 1956 to foster and perpetuate the sport of sailing and to conduct sailing activities; to conduct and encourage growth and development of sailboat racing;
to conduct social activities among members of the Club and mutually interested organizations and to uphold the principles of good sportsmanship and the highest standards of the sport of sailing.
FLYC is a member of PICYA, USSail and YRA.

Captain Capsize Crazy Carl
Bob Carl
PO BOX 74033
DAVIS, CA 95617-5033

